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Rachel pursed her lips, thinking that something seemed off. However, she had no time to
think about it at this moment.

Tony had already gone to Cameron’s study because the latter wanted to speak to him. Now
that Tony and Myra were a couple, it had definitely placed Rachel and Kris at a
disadvantage. Nevertheless, it was better for them that Tony came here today, since it
would not hurt to let him witness Myra’s cruelty earlier.

With a dark look in her eyes, Rachel caressed her belly and murmured, “Baby, please be
useful. These are the final two things you can do for Mommy.”

Myra sat on the couch to watch some television, so she did not go back to her room
immediately.

Kris was busy with the preparation in the kitchen for a long time. After that, she served a
glass of lemonade and two cups of coffee. When she walked past Myra, she even put the
lemonade on the table in front of her. “Sis, I know you like lemonade so I made this for you.”

Myra merely smiled and looked at the other two cups of coffee on the tray.

Even though Kris tried her best to hide it, the shyness in her eyes could still be seen.

“I think Dad and Tony might be thirsty, so I’m serving them two cups of coffee.”

With that, she turned around and walked to the stairs.

Myra noticed that Kris had specifically changed her clothes for this. When they were eating
just now, she wore a set of pink workwear but now, she was wearing an off-shoulder light
yellow long dress that reached her ankles, which revealed her shoulders at the same time.
With a tray in one hand, her other hand held her dress as she walked up the stairs, making
her look gentle yet sensual.



There was a hint of mockery in Myra’s eyes but she turned around and continued watching
the television.

Of course, she was clear about Kris’ motives. However, if Tony was a man who would easily
succumb to seduction, Myra would not be with him at this moment.

Sure enough, Myra was right—she had no idea what happened in the study but she heard
Kris’ exclamation and the cups breaking.

Soon, Cameron scolded her loudly, “What the hell are you doing here? Get out!”

His voice was so loud that even Rachel—who was resting in her room—was shocked and
she quickly walked outside.

Once she exited her room, she met Kris, who was coming out of the study; the latter had an
extremely dark look on her face.

Earlier, Kris was serving coffee to both Cameron and Tony. When she gave it to Tony, he did
not reject her and instead thanked her politely. Immediately, she could not hold back her
wild thoughts anymore and pretended to stumble and fall into his arms. Unexpectedly, even
in front of Cameron, Tony immediately reached out to push her away without a second
thought.

At that time, she was still holding the cup of coffee so it splashed onto her hands. As it was
quite hot, the back of her hand felt like it was burning and it hurt a lot.

“Mom…” With a look of resentment on her face, tears welled up in her eyes. She glared at
Myra, who shot a glance at her while she sat on the couch downstairs watching television,
before turning back to look at Rachel. Kris stretched her hand out and muttered, “Mom, my
hand hurts…”

Rachel glared at her daughter. She could guess what had happened inside the study, so she
scolded, “Don’t play tricks!”

Kris was spoiled by her mother. Even though she could suppress herself sometimes, she
was impulsive most of the time. Thinking of their plan later, Rachel grabbed Kris and said,
“Stop causing trouble here and remember to hold me later. If the plan fails today, don’t
expect me to help you anymore!” Rachel spoke in hushed tones before she glared at her
own daughter in disappointment.



However, after she turned around, she looked at Myra, who was sitting downstairs. “Myra,
I’ve prepared a blanket for you,” Rachel murmured softly. “Your current blanket is too small
and I’m sure it won’t be enough for… tonight. Just give me a moment and I’ll go get it for
you.”

When Rachel said ‘tonight’, she felt slightly awkward. Then, she turned around and walked to
the storeroom.

Myra stood up from the couch and walked to the stairs.

Before she even reached the second floor, however, Kris had already blocked her way.

“Myra, you must be very pleased!” At this moment, Kris no longer had the smile on her face
that was just trying to placate Myra. Thinking of Tony’s attitude just now, she simply could
not wait to scratch Myra’s face in hatred. Based on their background, Myra was no better
than Kris, since she was already half-exiled from the Stark Family. Also, based on their
capabilities, looks, and talent, Kris was no worse than Myra, yet Tony would not spare the
former a second look.

Feeling the pain in the back of her hand, Kris’ facial features were almost distorted as she
lowered her voice, “Just you wait and see—your life will not be a bed of roses anymore.”

“Alright,” Myra said indifferently. It was obvious that she did not want to talk to Kris, so she
avoided her and continued walking upstairs.

Seeing her indifference, Kris felt angrier.

I’ve spent so much effort chasing her away, yet she comes back here to take my inheritance
and my man away!

“Myra, you b*tch! No wonder Sean wants a divorce!”

If it wasn’t for the study behind her, Kris wanted to give Myra a good hard slap in the face.
However, she only turned around to grab Myra’s arms to stop her from walking upstairs.
“How could a useless woman like you be shameless enough to be associated with the Hart
Family? You’re just embarrassing Tony! You—”

“Kris!” A sharp voice suddenly interrupted her words.



Kris’ face changed immediately and she looked at Rachel, who was walking out of the
storeroom. At this moment, Rachel had a dark look on her face as she walked to them
arduously with a blanket in her hands.

“How could you speak to your elder sister this way? Apologize to her immediately!” Rachel
glared at her daughter fixedly with a furious expression on her face.

After noting the warning look in Rachel’s eyes, Kris’ body jolted and she loosened her grip on
Myra’s hands. She gritted her teeth without saying another word.

In Rachel’s mind, she was already cursing her daughter to hell and back. She nearly
destroyed my plans! If Kris chose to pick a fight, we would not be able to hold our ground
later!

Rachel’s expression changed rapidly and when she looked at Myra again, her expression
was one of guilt. “Myra, Kris has been spoiled by me, so please don’t hold it against her. I
will lecture her later; don’t be angry.”

“Why would I be angry?” Myra stopped walking upstairs. Her gaze swept past the resentful
Kris before she laughed lightly. “I just heard a dog barking all this while. It smells bad
though.”

“You—” Kris turned around and glared at Myra angrily. However, this time around, she did not
dare to do anything else.

Myra merely had a cold and indifferent look in her eyes.

Rachel seemed to be tired after holding the blanket for a long time. Hence, she looked at
Myra kindly. “Myra, I prepared this blanket for you but I don’t know if you’ll like it. If you don’t,
I’ll change it immediately. Can you come with me, though? I’m feeling much weaker now and
I get tired easily. I also don’t know what you like, so it’s better if you choose it yourself.”

At this moment, Rachel had an old blanket in her hands. Myra wondered if she did this
deliberately, because the pattern and the color of the blanket was obviously not to Myra’s
liking. However, Myra merely said, “Let’s go with this. Just put it in my room.”

Rachel blinked before she spoke in an even gentler tone. “I saw the blanket that you used to
use in the storeroom, but it was placed quite high so I couldn’t reach it. Myra, since you are



already back, you don’t have to be too polite; just be casual and free. Why don’t you go to the
storeroom to take it yourself?”

“Rachel, you really want me to go to the storeroom, don’t you?”
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“Kiddo, I’m just worried that my choice doesn’t suit your taste.” Seeing that Myra deliberately
kept a distance from her, Rachel flashed a warm smile and walked to Myra strenuously.
“Perhaps you might return here more often in the future. Of course, it would be best if you
stay here altogether. No matter what, I just want to make your stay comfortable.”

With that, Rachel walked over to Myra, but the latter immediately became vigilant as she
retreated down the staircase. “Since you’re tired, Rachel, you don’t have to walk down the
stairs. I’ll come up.”

Even though Myra said so, she had no intention of really walking upstairs. On the contrary,
she descended a few steps. Sweat formed in her palms, and she had a serious and grim
expression on her face as she prepared herself to defend any moves they might make.

Seeing that Myra was retreating, Rachel knew that if she missed this opportunity, she would
not have another in the future.

Thinking of the 5% of shares and the fact that Tony was in Cameron’s study, Rachel’s
expression immediately became ferocious.

After Myra returned, they did not get anything from her and instead, they lost 5% of their
shares. Truth was, the mother-daughter duo had reached their tolerance limit.

Apart from that, I can’t help thinking about that b*tch’s mother everytime I see Myra’s face….

Rachel looked at Kris meaningfully before she pounced at Myra and let out a desperate wail,
“Oh—Myra, no!”



“Sis, how could you push Mom?” After returning to her senses, Kris also let out a loud
scream; it was so loud that even those outside the mansion could probably hear her.

Myra’s expression changed immediately.

Even though everything happened quickly, she knew what both of them were up to. Rachel
was even running, not giving a care about the baby in her belly. At this moment, Myra did not
care if she might sprain her ankle anymore and she almost ran as she jumped down the
stairs. As soon as she landed, she immediately felt pain shooting through her ankles.
Luckily, she was quite far away from the both of them on the staircase at this moment.

Rachel, who initially wanted to pounce at Myra, suddenly widened her eyes. She wanted to
let out a loud scream but a force overcame her and pressed her onto the ground.

“Ah!”

“Oh no!”

As soon as the men in the study heard the commotion, their expressions changed
immediately and they quickly rushed out of the room.

Opening the door to the study, they saw a dramatic moment playing out right in front of their
very eyes.

On that day, Rachel had no plans to sacrifice her baby in vain, so she insisted that Kris catch
her safely.

When she pounced at Myra just now, Kris immediately reacted and walked upstairs.
However, since the latter had changed into a long dress after Tony arrived, she stepped on
the hem of the dress when she was walking up the stairs. Letting out a loud scream, she fell
on top of Rachel and coincidentally pressed on her mother’s belly.

After Rachel realized that Kris had fallen on top of her, her face immediately turned ghastly
pale and lost all its color. Based on her current health condition, she could not take even a
normal fall, let alone being pressed down by Kris at the moment.

When Rachel fell, her back landed hard on the staircase and her head also knocked onto
something, making her quite dizzy. That being said, the most important thing was her
unborn child.



Rachel’s expression changed immediately but she did not have the energy to push Kris
away.

In a weak voice, she whispered, “G-Get up…”

The pain in her belly almost made her mind turn blank.

She did not even have enough time to react to what was happening.

Just now, I was about to frame Myra successfully but why is my own daughter on top of me,
and not Myra instead?

Looking at Myra’s frozen expression at the bottom of the staircase, Rachel almost fainted
from the pain she felt.

Kris was also terrified by the change in events, so she wanted to get up hastily. However,
because her dress was too long, she tripped again and fell on top of Rachel once more.

Upon hearing Rachel’s grunt, Kris was terrified.

“M-Mom, are you alright?”

“Get up! Don’t you see that you are pressing on the baby?”

A huge force flung her away from Rachel and Cameron glared at his youngest daughter, his
face pale. At that moment, he was feeling murderous.

Truth was, he was overjoyed to be expecting a son at such an old age and he wanted his
son to inherit his business.

However…

Everything’s going to be fine! Nothing will go wrong!

Cameron immediately picked Rachel up and was about to run outside, but Kris held onto his
arm. “Dad, it’s all Myra’s fault! It’s all her doing! Dad, she’s the one who pushed mom just
now! She wants to harm Mom again! Last time, she was the one who pushed her as well,
Dad. Have you forgotten about that?”



Seeing that the opportunity was about to slip away, Kris gave it one more shot. The frantic
expression in her eyes slowly disappeared and it was replaced by hatred as she glared at
Myra, who was standing downstairs.

This baby is not going to make it this time. Since we can’t keep it any longer, we have to use
it well.

“Scram!” After hearing Kris’ words, Cameron’s face was filled with wrath. At this moment, he
only cared about the baby in Rachel’s belly, not the person who was responsible for this.
After all, he would definitely look into this later. Hence, Kris’ actions were incredibly foolish.
He suddenly stretched out his leg to give her a kick and a vein pulsed on his forehead. “Get
the car ready right now! If something happens to your brother, Kris, don’t blame me for
disinheriting you!”

With that, he ran outside with Rachel in his arms.

Initially, Myra was about to remind him that she could already see the blood stains on
Rachel’s trousers. However, seeing his expression right now, she did not say anything.

After all, she had not forgotten that both Kris and Rachel were about to frame her just now,
but she did not expect that things would take such a huge turn in a matter of seconds.

As Kris wanted to seduce Tony, she deliberately changed into a long dress that reached her
ankles. However, she did not expect that it would in turn harm her mother and brother.

Thinking about the blood on Rachel’s lower body, Myra pursed her lips.

Does this mean that Rachel is really pregnant and it was not a lie?

Luckily I jumped down the staircase without a second thought. If they managed to frame
me, this would only be worse than the last time!

Myra wanted to stand up but as soon as she moved, she felt an immense pain in her ankles.

The very next moment, a familiar smell surrounded her and she was wrapped into a warm
embrace.

“Tony…” Myra mumbled in a low voice. When she lifted her head, she met his furious eyes
and she quickly smiled. “I jumped down the stairs because of the emergency just now. I was



worried that they would put the blame on me. Sure enough, that was exactly what they had
planned.”

She recalled the way Rachel pounced at her just now. If they really managed to frame me…

After remembering what happened the last time, Myra clenched her fists tightly.

With a dark expression on his face, Tony glanced at her ankle and pursed his lips. “Don’t be
so reckless next time.”

“I’m not being reckless, alright?” Myra quickly retaliated. However, after seeing his grim
expression, she immediately murmured gently, “My ankles hurt so much…” She frowned.
Sure enough, her gentle voice soothed Tony’s emotions. He looked slightly better but he was
still not too happy about it. After shooting a cold glance at Kris, who just walked down the
stairs, he picked Myra up in his arms and walked outside.

“Stop right there!” Kris roared, her facial features distorted.

Her fists, that were on both sides of her body, were clenched so tightly that her fingernails
dug deep into her palms. The intimacy between Myra and Tony made her heart flutter in
hatred. Pointing at Myra, she said loudly, “Myra, you evil woman! You already tried to hurt my
mom last time, yet you decided to try it again! You just don’t want us to live a good life, do
you? Let me tell you this—I will never let this matter go!”
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“What do you mean by ‘again’?” When Myra, who was being held in Tony’s embrace, heard
Kris’ accusation, her face immediately turned colder. “You and Rachel were the ones who
ganged up on me and wanted to push the blame on me! This is not your first time doing this,
after all. But this time around, everyone else clearly saw that you were the one who landed
on your mother. How could you blame me for this? Do you really think that I’m someone you
can trample on, Kris?”



“Nonsense!” Kris’ eyes became red. “You’re the one who is responsible for this! If you didn’t
push me, how could I have landed on Mom? You are such an evil woman! It’s all your fault
and I bet Dad will never let you off the hook!”

With that, Kris shifted her gaze to Tony, who was holding Myra. Tears welled up in her eyes
and streamed down her face immediately. “Tony, I was just planning to serve you coffee just
now, yet Myra is so angry at me that she pushed me to hurt my mom and little brother. I
believe that you have seen her true character today. Perhaps you didn’t know that she
chased Lyla away just to be with Sean back then and she even harmed Lyla’s baby! On top of
that, she was also responsible for my mom’s miscarriage back then! If she didn’t push her
deliberately, she would not have undergone a miscarriage that would make her unable to
conceive a child later on. Finally, when my mom managed to get pregnant after so many
years, Myra still didn’t want to let my mom go! Don’t be fooled by her!” Kris sobbed.

Upon hearing this, Myra was so furious that she almost laughed out loud.

About the incident involving Lyla back then, Myra did not chase Lyla away and she had never
injured the latter’s baby.

Apart from that, when Rachel was pregnant before, she herself was the one who led
everyone to think that she suffered a miscarriage because Myra pushed her down the stairs.

Myra clenched her fists tightly and she suddenly felt that she was being hugged tighter. The
warmth from Tony slowly reached her body.

There was no change in Tony’s expression as he continued to look at the deranged woman
in front of him coldly. In an indifferent tone, he commented, “Miss Kris, if you really care
about your mother, you wouldn’t ignore her injuries and accuse another innocent person so
quickly. Is it because you’re sure that the baby won’t make it now, or did you know from the
very beginning that it wouldn’t be able to make it?” With a thoughtful expression on his face,
Tony’s eyes narrowed.

Kris’ expression changed immediately and she looked at him angrily. “What are you
implying? That I’m wrong for calling Myra out here? Dad will send Mom to the hospital but I
definitely won’t forgive the person who harmed her!”

“Do you have any evidence then, Miss Kris?” Tony’s eyes became colder.

“I’m the evidence! If Myra didn’t push me just now, I wouldn’t have landed on Mom and I—”



“If I remember correctly, you told your father that Myra pushed your mother just now. After
he left, why did the story change to Myra pushing you? This means that in such a short time,
she pushed you and your mother before she jumped down the stairs. Do you think she has
enough time to accomplish all of this?”

Tony’s expression held traces of mockery and indifference as he stared at Kris.

Kris’ body suddenly gave a jolt. Clenching her fists tightly, she rebuked, “I meant that Myra
pushed me, which made me fall onto my mom. This is equivalent to her pushing my mom!
No matter what, she just can’t stand seeing us having a good life and she wants to injure my
mom’s baby, as well as my mom!”

Myra merely looked coldly at Kris, who was trying to change the topic.

Kris was also quite a fool who could not hide the expression on her face. When Tony
deliberately questioned that they were not planning to keep the baby from the very
beginning, she immediately blanched.

This made Myra think more into this incident.

Since Rachel is already pregnant with a boy, she definitely has an advantage here, seeing
how much Cameron wants a male descendant to inherit his business. Rachel could
obviously use this to her advantage to control the Stark Family, and it will bring a lot of
advantages to her. She’s already in her forties, so why did she arrange for a miscarriage to
slander me, seeing that it will put her in a dangerous situation?

Unless it’s really like what Tony has just mentioned—they could not keep the baby from the
very beginning!

This means that… even though Rachel is pregnant, she knew that the baby would not make
it. So, she invited me to the Stark Residence and tried to mend the relationship with me so
that she could frame me?

Myra’s gaze turned even colder. She suddenly lifted her head to look at Tony’s narrowed
eyes. “Tony, I remembered the closest hospital here is the City Three Hospital and I believe
their gynaecology department is quite well-known.”

“Yes. Philip has a few friends working there. If you would like to help Mrs. Stark, I can
contact them for you.”



It was only when Tony looked at Myra that he seemed slightly warmer. However, when he
mentioned ‘Mrs. Stark’ just now, Kris had a feeling that his real intention was not to help
Rachel.

“What do you want?” Kris panicked immediately.

In their plans for today, they did not arrange for Rachel to actually suffer a miscarriage, so
they did not plan for her to visit the hospital.

Mom can’t afford to go to the hospital, much less be treated by other gynaecologists!

Just like what Tony suspected, Rachel was bound to lose her baby from the beginning. If
Dad knows about this…

After all, they had already secretly arranged for Rachel’s gynaecologist to be well prepared
to come over to the Stark Residence at any time, because Rachel only trusted her.

But everything is in a mess now…

Kris’ expression changed immediately and she ignored both of them. Without a second
thought, she ran outside.

Seeing her flustered figure, Tony narrowed his eyes slightly as he carried Myra and walked
outside.

Kris got into Cameron’s car so that she could take care of Rachel, while Tony brought Myra
to his car immediately.

Both cars quickly drove to the nearest hospital from the Stark Residence.

Just as Myra expected, Cameron immediately drove to the nearest hospital—the City Three
Hospital.

While they were on their way there, they had already contacted the hospital. Both cars
arrived at the hospital at the same time and instantly, a group of doctors and nurses rushed
over.

However, Kris did not follow the stretcher.



When she was in the car just now, she wanted Cameron to send Rachel to the hospital her
mother had frequented for her regular checkups, but he merely shot her a cold stare.

Cameron’s stare was cold and sharp, as if he could see through their act. Kris did not dare to
utter another word at that moment and focused on taking care of Rachel, who had already
passed out due to the pain.

Now, she was calling the other doctor frantically on the phone.

“Doctor Owen, where are you? Quick—come to City Three Hospital now! If you are not here,
both my mom and I are doomed!”

After hearing the reply from the other end of the line, Kris flared up immediately. “Don’t
forget about all the benefits we have given you, Doctor Owen. If you would like to back down
now, you’ll have to bear the consequences of this when the matter comes to light. When
that time comes, I bet you can’t stay on at the hospital anymore! Not just that hospital, you
won’t even be able to get a job in Bradfort City! I shall give you five more minutes. If you
don’t come over soon, don’t blame me for actually doing so!”
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With that, Kris was so furious that she wanted to throw her phone onto the ground, but she
managed to suppress that impulse.

When they got out of the car later, Tony held Myra into the hospital to treat her ankle without
even sparing a second glance at Kris.

It’s just an ankle injury but they are making a mountain out of a molehill!

After remembering Rachel’s current situation, Kris had a dark look in her eyes.

Holding Myra in his arms, Tony brought her to the medical office immediately.

The doctor treated her injury in no time and reminded her not to perform any vigorous
sports for the time being.



Initially, Tony wanted to leave the hospital with Myra immediately.

Based on what they had just come to know, Rachel would definitely not be able to keep the
baby anymore, but this was none of their concern at this point. However, Myra grabbed
Tony’s arm and asked him to accompany her to wait outside the operation theatre.

Cameron did not look good at all; he looked as if he had been holding back his fury, yet he
looked extremely sad at the same time.

Myra had no sympathy toward him, though. After all, this was the man who hurt her mother
back then. In fact, Myra wished for him to suffer even more pain!

A few doctors were discussing among themselves and walked to them with solemn
expressions on their faces. Once they reached the three of them, one of the doctors even
greeted Tony. “Hello, Young Master Tony.”

Tony merely nodded at the doctor, who then followed the rest of the doctors into the
operation theatre.

After a while, a nurse came out of said operation theatre to pass a document to Cameron,
asking him to sign.

Just as he was signing, a flurry of footsteps echoed from the end of the corridor.

They looked toward the source of the sound, only to see Kris running toward them with a
woman in tow.

When they got closer, Kris grabbed the nurse who stood in front of Cameron to ask for his
signature on the document. “Nurse, this lady is a professional gynaecologist from City Five
Hospital and she is my mom’s main doctor. She’s familiar with her condition, so can you let
her into the operation room to help out?” Kris asked quickly while she panted.

At that point, Cameron happened to finish signing the document and upon hearing that, his
face darkened immediately. Then, he suddenly slapped Kris hard.. He had a grim look on his
face that made him look dangerous and solemn, as if a thunderstorm was about to appear
in the very next second.

“Scram! If you cause any more trouble for me, you’d better pack your things and get out of
the Stark Residence at this instant!”



Kris glanced at her father incredulously after she was slapped. “Dad, I’m just worried that
they might cause harm to Mom. I bet someone from that group of doctors is following
Myra’s orders. If Myra wants to hurt her, she—”

“Miss, I hope you think twice before making such wild claims. All the doctors and nurses in
the operation theatre right now are trying their best to save your mother and her baby. I’m
sure they will not be pleased to hear you accusing them without any evidence.”

When the nurse who was grabbed by Kris heard the latter say that, she had a dark look on
her face.

She took the document that Cameron had just signed and snorted coldly. “What do you
think a hospital is? A place for you to simply add anyone into the operation theatre?”

Kris’ expression changed but just as she was about to say something else, Cameron
slapped her again.

“You rascal! After I find out about what’s going on, don’t even think about staying in the Stark
Residence anymore!”

Cameron’s face was a purplish red; he was obviously furious after hearing Kris’ words just
now.

Kris still wanted to say something but another nurse, who was pushing a trolley into the
operation theatre, glared at her. “Stop fighting here. Don’t you know that the hospital is a
quiet place?”

Upon hearing that, Kris’s words were stuck in her throat and her face turned slightly purplish
as she was unable to voice them out.

Throughout the entire exchange, Myra had a small mocking smile on her face.

Seems like what Tony predicted just now is true.

Because Rachel’s pregnancy would definitely not make it until the end, Kris quickly found
the doctor whom they trusted. However, a hospital was not a place that anyone could mess
around with. Regardless if the doctor was actually a real doctor, at such critical times, no
one would believe a doctor who appeared out of nowhere. After all, this would put the
hospital at risk.



When Kris saw the mocking smile on Myra’s face, she felt as though she was about to lose
it.

It’s all Myra’s fault!

If it weren’t for her, we wouldn’t be in this predicament!

Kris wanted to walk to Myra but Cameron was a step ahead of her. However, he was walking
to the doctor, whom she had just brought over, a cold expression in his eyes. With years of
experience in doing business, he stared at the doctor fixedly as he lowered his voice. “You
are the doctor who has been doing checkups on Rachel?”

Doctor Owen already lost her cool after facing such a situation.

She was indeed the doctor who did checkups on Rachel. However, it was obvious that even
though Rachel was pregnant, the baby simply could not make it. She had already told Rachel
about it but the latter asked her to keep this a secret no matter what, so she gave in and
announced that the baby was perfectly healthy.

Initially, Doctor Owen did not dare to do this but Rachel half-threatened and bribed her, so
the former eventually obliged.

In the morning, when Doctor Owen got a call from Rachel to ask her to be prepared to go to
the Stark Residence, she had a bad feeling about this and she sensed a danger ahead. After
that, when Kris called her up and asked her to go to City Three Hospital immediately, she
realized that something had gone wrong.

After the series of incidents popping up, she clearly knew that she could not hide Rachel’s
condition anymore.

At that time, however, she did not know that Rachel wanted to use this opportunity to
slander someone else. Biting her lip, Doctor Owen replied to Cameron after hearing his
question, “Yes, Mr. Stark.”

Cameron’s temples were throbbing but he suddenly smiled. However, no one saw any joy in
his eyes as he asked lightly, “Tell me—how has Rachel’s pregnancy been before this?”

“Dad!” Kris yelled loudly, interrupting the conversation between Doctor Owen and Cameron.



She wanted to bring Doctor Owen into the operation theatre just now but since it could not
be done, she had no plans for Doctor Owen to stay here and have a conversation with
Cameron. Hence, she turned around to look at the doctor. “Doctor Owen, didn’t you say that
you have a surgery later? You can leave now; my dad and I will be here.”

“Didn’t you ask for Doctor Owen to help out in the operating theatre just now? Since that is
the case, I bet her surgery has also been pushed back,” Myra commented indifferently.

Tony squeezed her hands as he chimed in, “As the pregnant mother’s gynaecologist, it’s
better for you to stay here anyway.”

Kris shot them a murderous glare.

A flicker of emotion swept past Cameron’s eyes at this moment. Seeing that the situation
was quickly going south, Kris wanted to talk to Cameron but he interrupted her and looked
at Doctor Owen quietly, who was quite nervous at this point. “You haven’t told me about the
usual condition of the fetus, Doctor Owen.”

Cameron deliberately lowered his voice to create an intimidating vibe, sending chills down
one’s spine involuntarily.

Meanwhile, Doctor Owen felt as though ants were gnawing at her heart.

I’m just so unlucky to have met this mother-daughter duo. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have to
worry about this every single day. I’ve heard of Cameron Stark, who’s famous for being cold
and ruthless when he does business. If he takes revenge on me secretly…

“Mr. Stark, I’m very sorry to tell you that Mrs. Stark’s baby wasn’t meant to survive from the
very beginning.”
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At this moment, an eerie silence fell on the long corridor outside the operation room. Doctor
Owen’s head was so low that it seemed like she wanted to bury herself in the ground. She
clenched her fists, not daring to look at Cameron as she spoke. “Mrs. Stark threatened me
to keep this a secret. Actually, this can’t stay a secret for too long but I thought she was



agitated by this news, so she refused to accept it. I have no idea that she would suddenly
suffer a miscarriage. I’m so sorry about this, Mr. Stark.”

After all, she’s not young anymore. I bet she really wanted a son.

Doctor Owen clenched her fists so tightly that her fingernails dug into her palms.

“No—you liar! Did Myra bribe you? Why would you slander my mom? You’re a liar!” Kris
wanted to charge toward Doctor Owen but the door of the operation theatre opened with a
loud bang. A nurse came out angrily and scolded them in a low voice, “What is wrong with
you guys? Do you still want the patient to stay safe?”

Cameron’s expression changed immediately. With a grim expression on his face, he dragged
Kris away from there.

Kris stumbled after him. At this moment, there was a panicked look on her face.

“Dad… Dad, please don’t do this.” Her arms were being grabbed by him so tightly that it hurt,
but she did not dare to complain about it. Seeing that they had reached the emergency
staircase, she wanted to say something but Cameron punched her in the face. Her nose that
just underwent a plastic surgery became crooked, but she had no time to care about it
anymore. “Dad, don’t listen to them. You have to believe me and Mom! Myra harmed Mom
and the baby, and she still doesn’t want to let us go. Plus, she even found a doctor to frame
us. Dad, you have to stand up for us—”

“Stand up for you?” Cameron had a murderous intent toward Kris at this moment.

The strength in his body was barely holding him up and preventing him from fainting at the
moment. Seeing the panic on Kris face, his hands that hung at the sides of his body were
now clenched tightly.

When I opened the door of the study just now, I clearly saw the dumb woman Kris tripping
over her long dress and landing on Rachel’s belly.

Before that, both Tony and him overheard the mother-daughter duo’s conversation about
asking Myra not to push Rachel.



After connecting what Doctor Owen had just told him with the incident that had just
happened, Cameron’s expression darkened even more.

“So, will you tell me the truth yourself or would you like the doctors to explain everything to
me after the operation?” Cameron’s forehead was throbbing and he had a savage
expression on his face.

“Dad, how could you believe that liar? She—”

“Are you telling me that your mother’s baby was perfectly healthy before this and Doctor
Owen’s words just now are a lie?” He interrupted Kris indifferently before she could finish
her sentence.

Kris trembled upon hearing that. She wanted to nod but somehow, her head was frozen.

In an instant, a mighty storm seemed to appear in Cameron’s eyes. He suddenly shoved Kris
away harshly. She was not expecting that so she fell down the stairs.

As they were in a rush to reach the hospital just now, she did not have the time to change
into a new set of clothes. Her high-heels stepped on her long dress again and her ankle
twisted, sending her tumbling down the stairs.

Cameron merely glared at her furiously before turning around to walk away.

There was a distance to the emergency staircase, so Myra and Tony did not know about the
incident that took place there. However, they knew that Rachel and Kris had suffered a
defeat this time around.

After Cameron and Kris left, Doctor Owen quickly fled. When Cameron returned, she was
nowhere to be found.

In no time, a flustered looking Kris also returned, limping as she walked back.

There were wrinkles on her dress and the hem of the long skirt was torn, her hair a mess.

After she reached the entrance of the operation room, she did not dare to utter another
word. However, the occasional glances that she shot Myra were full of hatred.



Myra ignored her and suddenly said to Cameron, “I have no idea why Rachel and Kris
claimed that I pushed her. You’ve clearly seen that Kris was the one who landed on Rachel,
and it was impossible for me to push her and jump down the staircase in such a short time.
Of course, if you insist on pushing the blame on me, please show me concrete evidence of
that. After all, now that there is no witness or evidence, you wouldn’t convict me like last
time, would you?”

Cameron looked even grimmer than he was moments ago. Shooting Myra a furious look, he
finally suppressed the fury within him as he met Tony’s cold eyes. “Sorry for involving you in
this mess,” he said indifferently.

“I didn’t want to come either but it’s better to talk things out first, lest you accuse us later.”

Myra’s voice was the calmest among them, but every word of hers stabbed at Cameron’s
heart.

As Tony was also at the Stark Residence today and he also witnessed the dramatic scene
unfold when the door of the study was opened, it was impossible for Cameron to push the
blame onto Myra at this point.

It was unreasonable to blame Myra for this in the first place. With Tony involved, they did not
even dare push the blame to her.

Cameron was so furious that his entire body was trembling. Then, he shot an angry glare at
Kris once more, and he couldn’t help but feel that the mother and daughter had brought him
endless trouble ever since they came to the Stark Family.

Time passed slowly and two hours later, the door of the operation theatre finally opened.

As the bed was pushed out, one of the doctors frowned at the few of them and he
announced, “The operation is very successful but the child is definitely lost. I’m sure that
you already know that the baby would not be able to make it, so it’s fortunate enough that
the mother is safe.”

The baby would not be able to make it…

Would not be able to make it…



Even though Cameron had already known about it, it was still a huge shock hearing it
directly from the doctor. After all, he had a sliver of hope while waiting just now.

After standing up, he sat back to the chair heavily again with his chest puffing. In that
instant, he felt as though the entire world turned dark.

Seeing his demeanour right now, Myra could not tell what she was feeling. She merely
tugged on Tony’s shirt and said softly, “Let’s go. We don’t have to return to the Stark
Residence tonight.”

Initially, she just wanted to make sure if Rachel was really pregnant. Now, not only was the
pregnancy real, she also found out about their plans to push the blame for the miscarriage
on her. Suddenly, the entire event seemed rather ludicrous to her.

I bet it’s out of Rachel’s expectations that she framed herself in the end, even though she
has been quite oppressive toward me all this while, to the point where she even chased me
out of the Stark Family.

Myra shook her head when she remembered the way Kris claimed that after Rachel got
pregnant, Cameron planned to give the mother-daughter duo, including the baby boy Rachel
was expecting, 20% of the Stark Group shares. At that time, she had no idea what Rachel
and Kris were planning, but she was sure that they were up to no good.

Tony planted a kiss on her forehead and hummed in agreement. Then, he swept her off her
feet and held her in his arms as he walked out of the hospital.

Seeing their closely intertwined figures, a surge of hatred and jealousy burned within Kris.


